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Mound City Bar Association
Message from the President
Diversity is one of the most critical issues facing America and the legal profession today.
To that end, rarely can one find an institution, business, or establishment which has not
implemented a diversity initiative or program. Although most applaud these efforts, when
confronted with their results, many have questioned whether said initiatives have created
diversity or simply an appearance of it. Confronted with this critical question, in July 2006, the
Mound City Bar Association (“MCBA”) decided to test the diversity initiatives of certain entities
in the following four disciplines: 1) education, 2) social; 3) healthcare; and 4) employment. To
accomplish this goal, a Commission was established for each discipline. Each Commission was
charged with: 1) researching and surveying its particular entity; 2) conducting a panel discussion
with the leaders of said entities; and 3) drafting a Report which would be published in various
media outlets.
In August 2006, the MCBA Bar Association Commission, led by Chairperson Leslie P.
Wallace, undertook the task of examining the diversity efforts of: 1) The Missouri Bar unified; 2)
The Bar Association of Metropolitan St. Louis; 3) The Lawyers Association; and 4) The Women
Lawyers’ Association (collectively hereinafter “Bar Associations”) to determine whether their
diversity initiatives have successfully led to the inclusion of African-Americans in critical
decision making positions and/or offices.
Without question, bar associations are essential and influential organizations in the legal
profession. To that end, they are the collective voice of many and have the ability to impact law
school policies and procedures, legal employment, judicial appointments and legislation. Thus,
it is critical that when these associations speak that their message is inclusive and representative
of the diverse profession which they strive to create and represent. However, this cannot be
accomplished unless the drafters of the message consist of diverse individuals whose voices are
respected and embraced.
This Report provides a critical analysis of the existing diversity efforts of selective Bar
Associations and outlines findings and recommendations gathered from various sources. The
motivating factor behind this Report arises from MCBA’s desire to formulate a collaborative
partnership with state and local bar associations to: 1) increase African-American representation
in these associations; and 2) improve diversity in the legal profession.
I urge you to carefully read this Report, share it with your colleagues, and use it as a
catalyst to facilitate meaningful discussion on how to best achieve positive change. Do not
dismiss certain findings and recommendations without engaging in a meaningful conversation
with others. To that end, this Report will be helpful to the extent that you use it as a guide and
challenge to explore what we all can do to improve diversity in state and local bar associations.
More importantly, it is essential that you view this Report as a beginning and not as a completed
project. The true impact of this Report will be determined in large part by the communication
and actions that follow.
2006-2007 MCBA President
Pamela J. Meanes, Esq.
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Mound City Bar Association
Message from the Chair
I recently heard my Pastor give a sermon touching on diversity. He spoke of the unique
differences between black and white, African-American and Caucasian, stating how foolish he
thought it was when people said they do not see color, they do not see black and white, but that they
only see Jesus. I remember laughing when he exclaimed, “are you blind?!” As he continued on, he
cautioned that if we as human beings do not see color, do not see differences, then we ultimately do
not see the opportunity to see different sides of God, for we are each made in His image. As I
listened, I reflected on how true a statement and concept it was that if we as humans do not see and
embrace our differences, whatever religious beliefs we do or do not hold, we will miss the simplest
and most obvious opportunity to understand and change what society does to make equal
opportunities available to all. Black or white – while we cannot change the obvious outwardly
difference, or as I view it, uniqueness of our beings, what can change is acceptance of the same.
“Diversity” – this word is tossed around so commonly in our society these days, and especially in the
legal profession, that a certain indifference to its meaning and intent seems to have developed among
those who both utter and hear it. “Diversity” simply means that we have an assortment, a variety, a
collection of differences. But unless this variety is appreciated and accepted for its uniqueness,
understood in its distinctiveness and valued for its differences, then we miss the opportunity to really
evolve both as a profession and a society.
I accepted the task of chairing the Bar Association Commission with a zeal to, in effect,
change the world, or at least my small part of it. As I moved forward in carrying out the
Commission’s mission, I experienced some disenchantment and disappointment at the views and
beliefs expressed about the state of diversity. In short, what I learned emphasized even more the
need for the MCBA to create this Commission. On the one hand, despite the proclaimed need for
diversity, at times it appeared from the majority that the primary effect of any changes lay solely in
the hands of the minority. Moreover, so long as a few members of the African-American community
were present on a particular committee or in an association, it seemed to be viewed as enough to
conquer the diversity issue. On the other hand, amidst the minority concerns and frustrations about
the state of diversity, I fear so many, at times myself included, also speak the need and desire for
change but are becoming hardened by the state of diversity and at times give up the proverbial
“fight” to bring about the necessary change. Ultimately, the results yielded from this Report should
result in the holders of both perspectives gaining further insight that will assist them in taking more
substantive and sincere steps toward change.
In the following pages, you will find an honest and focused look at the diversity initiatives,
past, present and future, among the local bar associations, and their impact, if any, in increasing the
minority voice locally in the legal profession. It is the aim of this Commission that you, the reader,
will be challenged with the desire to not just speak diversity, but live and practice its acceptance.
And in turn, that this acceptance will breed a profession of lawyers who do not fear what we see in
each other, but embrace it. It is my personal hope that the minority differences will not be looked at
as weaknesses or challenges to continually be discussed or overcome, but rather such differences will
be viewed as opportunities to understand that much more the colorful community in which we live
and serve.

2006-2007 Bar Association Commission Chair
Leslie P. Wallace, Esq.
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Executive Summary
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Diversity has become a household word and its complexity continues to evolve. Nationally,
there is a perception and a reality of continued racial discrimination in the legal profession.1 To
that end, many states have found that the legal profession remains largely segregated in practice.2
“Despite improvement during the 1990s in the number of people of color entering the legal
profession, the disparity between the legal profession and the general population is increasing.3
Currently, the legal profession is more than 90% white, while the general population is about
70% white.4 In the next 50 years, the general population is projected to be about 50% people of
color, while current American law school enrollment is less than 20% people of color.”5
While alarming, these statistics indicate that “the legal profession faces no greater challenge in
the 21st century than the critical need to diversify its ranks. People of color continue to be
woefully underrepresented in the bar and on the bench, while American society becomes
increasingly diverse.” 6 Without question, diversity is essential to the legal profession. To that
end, “a more diverse and more representative legal profession will not only foster greater public
trust and confidence in the law, but even more fundamentally, it will help to ensure fairness in
the justice system.”7 Thus, as America becomes “more culturally diverse, it is imperative that the
… legal profession find ways to become more representative of the diverse constituency that [it]
serves and keep pace with the rapidly changing ethnic and racial demographics of the county.”8
In an effort to address this concern, many state, local, and specialty bars have established
diversity initiatives to encourage minorities to enter the legal profession and become active in bar
leadership.9 For instance, the American Bar Association (“ABA”) established a task force to
examine diversity issues in the legal profession. These efforts eventually led to the formation of
three ABA entities specifically devoted to racial and ethnic diversity.10 Thereafter, the ABA
sponsored a Diversity Summit to develop an ABA-wide strategy to increase ethnic diversity in
its leadership.11 Likewise, other bar associations, such as Washington State, Nebraska and the
City of New York have implemented similar initiatives. However, if these initiatives have any
hope of succeeding, minorities must be present and their voices respected, supported, and
embraced from the inception to the implementation and evaluation of said initiatives.
The Mission
The MCBA Bar Association Commission (“Commission”) was charged with evaluating the
diversity initiatives of and African-American participation in The Missouri Bar Unified
(“MoBar”), Bar Association of Metropolitan Saint Louis (“BAMSL”), The Lawyers Association
of St. Louis, and Women Lawyers Association of St. Louis (“WLA”) (collectively referred to
herein as “Bar Associations”). In addition to manageability issues, these Bar Associations were
selected either because of its large membership, historic commitment to diversity, and/or specific
gender representation.
1

http://www.ncbar.org/about/commissionsTaskForce/raceRelations.aspx.
Id.
3
http://members.mobar.org/pdfs/about/minority.pdf.
4
Id.
5
Id.
6
See, Michael S. Greco forward to Embracing the Opportunities for Increasing Diversity Into the Legal Profession,
Collaborating to Expand the Pipeline (Let’s Get Real), A.B.A. Post-Conference Report is available at
http://LSACnet.org.
7
Id.
8
Id. See Executive Summary.
9
http://members.mobar.org/pdfs/about/minority.pdf.
10
Id.
11
http://members.mobar.org/pdfs/about/minority.pdf.
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The central question before the Commission was whether the diversity initiatives of the Bar
Associations have led to the inclusion of African-Americans in critical decision making positions
and/or offices. In essence, this Commission was charged with measuring, from inception, the
progress of these Bar Associations’ diversity efforts, identifying areas of concerns, and
proposing recommendations to assist in establishing sustained diversity initiatives. To
accomplish its goal, this Commission: 1) researched and analyzed the associations’ diversity
efforts; 2) drafted and distributed a survey to the associations; 3) moderated a panel discussion
with the Bar Association’s Presidents (or other leadership) in November 2006; and 4) drafted its
findings and recommendations (“Report”).
About the Title
Mr. William E. Dailey, Jr., Esq., a well-respected colleague, during his position as Chair of
MCBA’s 2006-2007 Education Commission, stated that illusion, in its most basic sense is
“something that deceives by producing false or misleading impressions of reality.”12
“Sometimes, an illusion is the unintentional consequence of nature whereby one is inspired by a
mirage during moments of trial or distress. At other times, an illusion is the purposeful
manipulation of people or activities to reflect a portrait of circumstances that do not exist.”13
This Commission further postures that, inclusion, is also defined as an addition, enclosure or
insertion, which depicts the phenomenon in which not just diversity, but the appreciation and
utilization of that diversity is fostered at all levels, and at the forefront, within our legal
profession.
Assessing Diversity
Despite the inquiries regarding the number of African-American attorneys serving in various
capacities, this Commission’s task was not to establish or recommend a minority quota, as some
may think, but rather to assess existing numbers, establish a benchmark study, develop and
implement initiatives, commit to sustained efforts to measure their effectiveness, discard
initiatives that were ineffective, and implement other initiatives to maintain successful results.
Expectation, Aspirations & Proposals
From its inception, this Commission’s motives have been genuine, and its members and
supporting MCBA general body have operated in a spirit of partnership while seeking to further
address diversity issues within the legal community and other bar associations. While the
Commission did receive supportive responses and timely cooperation from some bar
associations, our efforts were also met with hesitation and skepticism from participants and
others in the legal community.
Despite the above, this Commission hopes that this Report will serve as the first step toward an
in depth examination of: 1) the current diversity initiatives of these Bar Associations; and 2)
whether said initiatives have led to a meaningful inclusion of the African-American voice, or
merely the “presence” of an invisible African-American. Finally, this Commission hopes that
this Report will ultimately trigger a meaningful and substantive dialogue between all bar
12

William E. Dailey, Jr., et al, Educational Inclusion or Illusion: The Examination of a Fact or Fiction, Mound
City Bar Association, p. 11 (2006).
13
Id.
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associations regarding the necessity and value of sustainable diversity initiatives and an
understanding that diversity beyond the establishment of programs, committees and/or
conferences benefits all.
The Findings
This Commission’s study revealed a dichotomy between African-American and white attorneys’
perceptions of diversity in the legal community. In most instances, the predominately white Bar
Associations perceived their governance as reasonably diverse, whereas African-American
attorneys found no significant improvement or inclusion in these Bar Associations when
measured against their stated diversity initiatives. To that end, the diversity initiatives of the Bar
Associations appeared fragmented and focused on specific events and activities rather than on
sustained programming and evaluation. Over the years, there have been numerous surveys,
panel discussions, job fairs and formal dinners focused on diversity. While this Commission
commend those efforts, majority of them seemed to either lack the endurance necessary to
influence change, or the statistical data necessary to measure its progress. This being said, it was
not the goal of this Commission to undermine or belittle those efforts that have successfully
increased diversity awareness and minority participation. Nonetheless, it was the Commission’s
objective to critically examine efforts which were utilized to achieve diversity and evaluate their
impact, if any, upon the African-American legal community.
Though none of the Bar Associations maintain statistics regarding the racial background of its
members, do in part to the request of some of its minority members, both MoBar and BAMSL
had the largest percentage of self-reported minority participation in its governance, as well as the
majority of programs aimed at diversity, as further detailed herein. Of noteworthy significance,
the WLA reported that it had an African-American woman serve as Executive Director or coExecutive Director for the last three years.
Finally, regarding the panel discussion (“discussion”), the Commission’s original intent was to
engage in a meaningful discourse with the current presidents of these Bar Associations.
However, none of them were in attendance, for reasons known and unknown. Instead, the
panelists consisted of executive members of the respective Bar Associations. The discussion was
attended by members of the MCBA General Body and the Executive Board, and was open to the
legal community. While each panelist offered responses to general questions, some of the
responses appeared to err on the side of political correctness and at times a bit non-responsive.
Only a few appeared to really tackle the issues. The pages following set forth more detailed
information regarding panelists’ responses.
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Figure 1

Figure 1: The Missouri Bar - Photo Gallery - 2005 Martin Luther King Jr. Poster Contest - 1st Place: Azizah Badwan,
Ferguson-Florissant School District (http://www.mobar.org/5313d87f-07a2-4d0a-ae1e-61bf182dc690.aspx).
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& The Gender

& Justice Committee

The Missouri Bar Unified (“MoBar”) was founded in 1944. Currently, it has approximately
29,000 members. According to MoBar, its membership is not categorized by racial
classifications. Moreover, its current programs, specifically the Leadership Academy, have been
instrumental in introducing minority attorneys to avenues of leadership. Of the four Bar
Associations, MoBar was most responsive to the survey and was eager to discuss ways to
network and cooperate with other organizations to address race and diversity issues as they relate
to the justice system. Below are highlights from MoBar’s responses to the survey and panel
discussion. The entire survey response and the questions asked at the panel discussion are
located in the Addendum.
The Gender & Justice Committee, a committee of MoBar, has been in existence since 1996 and
has approximately 93 members. In addition, this Committee also completed the survey, and its
responses are highlighted below. The entire survey response is located in the Addendum.

Inclusion...
a. The Survey - The Missouri Bar
In its survey responses, MoBar identified the following diversity initiatives:
 MoBar has had significant African-American participation on the Board of Governors
(“Board”) and ABA House of Delegates. With respect to the Board, at least six AfricanAmericans have been members. With regard to the ABA House of Delegates, although the
By-Laws does not address race or diversity, the Board’s policy regarding the appointment of
ABA delegates requires that one of its delegates be a minority member.
 MoBar has several active committees related to minorities. These committees include:
Minority Issues Committee (preceding Women & Minority Committee) and Gender and
Justice Committee. These committees have been in existence for approximately five to seven
years, with predecessor groups initiated approximately ten years before the current
committee. The goal of these committees is to increase diversity, from both a gender and
racial perspective, in all aspects of MoBar.
 In addition to above committees, in 2000, MoBar established the Leadership Academy
(“Academy”). This Academy annually selects ten to twelve participants with diverse gender,
racial and geographic backgrounds, and provides these individuals with substantial training
and involvement in all aspects of the operation of MoBar. Many of the Academy graduates
have gone on to serve in leadership positions on MoBar committees and the Young Lawyers
Section Council of MoBar.
 Over the past twenty years, MoBar sponsored a variety of programs and panel discussions on
diversity. In addition, MoBar hosted two job fairs aimed at increasing diversity in the
workplace.
 MoBar seeks to cooperate with minority bar associations to solicit candidates for the
Leadership Academy.
15

 Finally, MoBar is always willing, through its officers and Board of Governors, to discuss and
consider opportunities to diversify the legal profession and to network and cooperate with
other groups to address race and diversity issues related to the justice system.
b. The Survey – Gender & Justice Committee
MoBar’s Gender and Justice Committee set forth the following diversity efforts:
 This Committee has had African-American members as part of its governance.
 In 1993, in conjunction with MoBar, the Gender & Justice Committee commissioned a
survey and thereafter advised the Missouri Supreme Court to implement certain findings.
 Diversity issues are an integral part of this Committee’s activities.
 This Committee is willing and open to working with other organizations to address diversity
issues.
c. The Panel Discussion
Overall, MoBar provided no substantive information which was not furnished in its survey
responses. During the panel discussion, its representative addressed: 1) the association’s current
diversity efforts; 2) African-American leadership; and 3) the probability of appointing an
African-American from the St. Louis metropolitan area to the Board.
With respect to diversity initiatives, MoBar indicated that two of its objectives were inclusion
and diversity. To that end, it has sponsored numerous law-related education programs which
were designed to encourage students to attend law school.
With respect to minority leadership, MoBar indicated that over the past years, its Board has been
reasonably diverse. For instance, two African-Americans currently serve on the Board, and in
the prior year, three served. Further, recently it elected its first African-American Presidentelect, Charlie Harris, who also has a particular interest in diversity. During his administration, he
intends to devote a significant amount of time on this issue. Moreover, in 2000, MoBar
established the Leadership Academy in an attempt to further diversify all aspects of its
organization. Finally, MoBar indicated that it believed that there was a greater need for
increased gender diversity.
With respect to appointing an African-American from the St. Louis metropolitan area to the
Board, MoBar indicated that in prior years the Board has considered this proposal, but decided
not to adopt it because it favored Missouri lawyers selecting their own representatives.
In regards to the Gender and Justice Committee, MoBar indicated that this Committee’s
objectives were limited to gender and justice, not race. Over the last ten years, this Committee
conducted a survey. It is currently in the process of formulating a follow-up survey to ascertain
what progress has been made.

…or Illusion?
The diversity initiatives described by MoBar were inclusive and illusive. For example, MoBar
previously acknowledged that historically there has been a low number of minority attorneys in
16

leadership roles in state bar organizations and that the election of minority attorneys to such
positions has not been widespread.14 Finally, MoBar maintained that in the last few years, only
ten state bars elected their first man or woman of color as President or President-elect.15
Yet, in the face of these alarming statistics, MoBar expressed that its governance was reasonably
diverse because it currently has two African-American Board members, and recently elected its
first African-American President-elect. Historically, MoBar has only had six African-Americans
serve on its Board, at least four of whom were elected. With respect to St. Louis, in the last
twelve years, only one African-American has served on the Board, and this individual was
appointed, not elected.
MoBar also stated that it “has been actively involved for several years in seeking ways to
increase diversity in the legal profession and to encourage active bar participation among
minority attorneys. In 2000, the Special Committee on Women & Minorities was made a
standing committee and re-designated the Committee on Minority Issues to further define its
mission and distinguish its purpose from that of the Committee on Gender & Justice. The
committee was charged with considering issues affecting and involving minority members of the
bar, developing Missouri Bar programs to address issues affecting and involving its minority
membership, and serving as a liaison between MoBar and the various minority bar organizations
throughout the state.”16 Yet, MoBar did not provide the Commission with any specific data
regarding what either of these committees have accomplished regarding diversity.
Based on its survey responses, one of MoBar’s major diversity initiatives is the Leadership
Academy (“Academy”). As indicated above, this Academy is designed to recruit diverse
attorneys who have demonstrated leadership skills in their local communities and prepare them
for potential leadership in the bar. According to MoBar, this Academy has enhanced diversity in
its governance. For instance, many of its graduates have served in leadership positions on bar
committees and in the Young Lawyers Section. Accordingly, MoBar has stated that “the
continued, active involvement of Leadership Academy graduates remains an important focus …
.”17 However, because MoBar does not maintain specific statistics regarding the success of this
Academy, the Commission’s findings remain undetermined as to whether this initiative has led
to the inclusion of African-Americans in key leadership positions or offices in MoBar. To
address this issue, MoBar indicated that it plans to survey all Academy graduates to determine
their ongoing involvement in the bar.
Generally, with the exception of the Academy, the Commission concluded that MoBar was
satisfied with its current diversity initiatives and has not actively sought ways to measure their
effectiveness. MoBar’s failure to identify the activities that its diversity committees have
accomplished and its lack of statistical data concerns this Commission. To that end, the absence
of this information raises the concern, at least for this Commission, that said initiatives are more
illusive than inclusive. In short, there was an illusion of movement. It is not an illusion that the
MoBar has created many valuable programs and that they have demonstrated a strong
commitment to diversity. However, this Commission would challenge MoBar to take its
initiatives, move beyond the status quo, to institute mechanisms to evaluate your initiatives and
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demand movement from your diversity committee and become the leader that other bar
associations emulate.
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The Bar Association of Metropolitan St. Louis (“BAMSL”) was founded in 1874. Currently, it
has approximately 6,000 members. Of the four Bar Associations, BAMSL was most responsive
at the panel discussion, offering many substantive comments about its current and proposed
diversity outreach programs. In addition, BAMSL continually expressed a desire to obtain
suggestions from Mound City Bar Association (“MCBA”) and the legal community regarding
ways it could better serve the St. Louis legal community. Below are highlights of BAMSL’s
survey and panel discussion responses. The entire survey response and a copy of the questions
posed at the panel discussion are located in the Addendum.

Inclusion...
a. The Survey
In its survey responses, BAMSL identified the following diversity initiatives:
 Since its inception, BAMSL has had approximately twenty-two African-American attorneys
serve on its governance.
 BAMSL has one committee designated to minorities issues, the Minorities in the Legal
Profession. Currently, this Committee is not active because it does not have a chairperson.
To that end, at the beginning of its 2006-2007 bar year, President Lynn Ann Vogel requested
volunteers from both MCBA and Missouri Asian Bar Association (“MABA”) to serve as cochairs to ensure co-sponsored programming and communication. As of to date, BAMSL has
not received names from either organization.
 BAMSL conducted the following minority survey/report: “A Look Beyond the Numbers”
(April 2002).
 In 1999, BAMSL held the Conference on Minorities in the Legal Profession. This
Conference was co-sponsored by BAMSL and MCBA. Recommendations have not been
implemented from this Conference, because unfortunately, even after numerous requests, the
Conference chairperson has chosen not to submit a report or specific recommendations for
adoption.
 Over the years, BAMSL has implemented and/or participated in the following diversity
programs/initiatives: St. Louis Internship Program (“SLIP”), Mock Trial, Teen Speak Out,
Truancy Court, Matthews Dickey After School Program.
 BAMSL has been effective in its diversity initiatives in its law-related education and
community outreach.
 During the 2007-2008, President-elect Genevieve Frank has identified co-chairs for a
Diversity Task Force because BAMSL has had difficulty finding leadership for its Minorities
in the Legal Profession Committee.

19

b. The Panel Discussion
During the panel discussion, BAMSL’s representatives discussed: 1) its current and future
diversity initiatives; and 2) minority leadership and participation.
According to its representatives, BAMSL is committed to pro bono and diversity, and has
developed various programs and committees to promote those goals. With regard to diversity
programs and/or outreach, BAMSL has developed and/or participated in the following: Teen
Speak Out, “A Lawyer Like Me,” tutoring at Mathews-Dickey Boys and Girls Club, various
activities with law schools, Mock Trial, and the St. Louis Internship Program(“SLIP”). Most of
these programs are organized by the Young Lawyers Division (“YLD”), which primarily is the
association’s public service section. Moreover, in 1999 many of its current staff and leadership
participated in the Minorities in the Legal Profession Conference. Finally, historically a YLD
member serves as a MCBA liaison, and BAMSL includes MCBA in the planning of its Bench
and Bar Conference.
In addition to the above, BAMSL also established the St. Louis Minority Clerkship Program
(“Program”). At some point in time, it turned control of this Program to the law schools’ career
services departments. According to BAMSL, there is no statistical data or methods designed to
measure the Program’s success. To address this concern, BAMSL indicated that it plans to have
a meeting with St. Louis University and Washington University schools of law’s career services
personnel to offer assistance.
With respect to committees, BAMSL has a Minorities in the Legal Profession Committee
(‘Committee”). The purpose of this Committee is to increase the role, participation, and advance
the interest of minorities in the legal profession. Unfortunately, this Committee is non-functional
because BAMSL has had difficulty finding leadership. Accordingly, BAMSL encouraged
MCBA to examine its survey results and provide suggestions regarding ways it could better
serve St. Louis lawyers. In short, BAMSL maintained that, despite its best efforts, it could not
make changes unless it receives suggestions.
With regard to future diversity initiatives, BAMSL indicated that during the 2007-2008, it plans
to establish a Diversity Task Force. To that end, co-chairs have been selected. Finally, BAMSL
representatives encouraged MCBA to provide suggestions about how the two organizations can
work together.
With respect to minority leadership, BAMSL acknowledged the importance of diversity in its
governance. Accordingly, it maintained interest in establishing a program which would recruit
and train future leaders. Similar to other organizations, positions on BAMSL’s Board of
Governors, officer and section chairs are determined through self-nomination and open election.
However, BAMSL currently has a Task Force on the Board of Elections which is studying
whether to make changes to this process. One of the possibilities that this Task Force is
exploring is instituting a nomination process whereby a committee would analyze a grid and/or
matrix to determine what racial, practice-area, and gender diversity was appropriate.
Finally, with regard to minority involvement, BAMSL representatives indicated that young
minority lawyers were inactive because they did not see minorities in leadership positions. To
address this issue, BAMSL intends to utilize the proposed Diversity Task Force to explore ways
20

to diversify its leadership. Finally, it hopes to broaden recruitment and training efforts, and thus
demonstrate that there is not a single path to bar leadership.

or Illusion?
In the past twenty-six years, approximately twenty-two African-American attorneys18 were
involved in BAMSL governance. Despite this participation, some of BAMSL diversity
initiatives were illusive because they have not been implemented or there was a lack of sufficient
statistical data to measure its effectiveness. To illustrate, the Minorities in the Legal Profession
Conference (“Conference”) was held in April of 1999. It is worth noting that the conference was
the innovation of past BAMSL president Reuben Shelton (the first and only African-American
president of BAMSL to date) and was an opportunity to address the stereotype of minorities as
inferior by “provid[ing] a forum for minorities and in some cases non-minorities to air their
frustrations in hopes of affecting change.”19 Eight years have past since this Conference was
held, yet BAMSL has not: 1) produced a final report; 2) implemented any recommendations
from this Conference; or 3) held a follow-up Conference. BAMSL attributes this to its inability
to obtain a final report from the Conference chairperson. While this Commission does
acknowledge this obstacle, given the valuable suggestions and recommendations which derived
from this Conference, BAMSL could have utilized alternative methods to obtain a final report.
For instance, BAMSL did receive a draft report. Accordingly, it could have implemented the
recommendations from that report. Alternatively, given the fact that many of its current staff and
leadership participated in this Conference, it could have directed one of these individuals to
review and finalize the draft report.
As indicated above, BAMSL’s Minorities in the Legal Profession Committee (“Committee”) is
not active. BAMSL attributes this to its inability to find a chairperson. According to BAMSL, at
the beginning of the 2006-2007 bar year, President Lynn Ann Vogel requested volunteers from
both MCBA and Missouri Asian Bar Association (“MABA”) to serve as co-chairs to ensure cosponsored programming and communication. As of November 2002, BAMSL had not received
names from either organization. Although this Commission applauds BAMSL’s desire to work
with minority bar associations, it is greatly concerned that this Committee’s function hinged
solely upon participation from two minority bar associations. Given the importance of this
Committee, BAMSL should have proceeded with its work whether or not it was chaired or cochaired by a minority. To that end, when BAMSL failed to obtain a response from either MCBA
or MABA, it should have utilized alternative methods to recruit a chairperson. For instance, it
could have either appointed one of its own minority and/or majority members or a Board
member to serve as chairperson. Thus, BAMSL’s efforts were illusive and not reflective of the
fact that diversity benefits all, not just minorities.
In addition, this Commission is also greatly concerned about BAMSL’s commitment to
implementing and maintaining successful diversity initiatives given the state of the St. Louis
Minority Clerkship Program (“Program”). This Program was established by BAMSL in 1990.
The purpose of the Program is to assist minority students in obtaining employment with law
firms, corporations and public service organizations during the summer before their second year.
This program is now being administrated by the law schools career service offices without any
clear monitoring from BAMSL. According to BAMSL, there is no current mechanisms in place
18
19

This number does not reflective of African American participation in committee, section or project.
http://www.bamsl.org/members/stlawyer/archive/99/Sept99/Mccullin.html
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to evaluate the Program’s effectiveness. Previous surveys conducted by MCBA have suggested
that such monitoring by BAMSL would be beneficial to the Program. 20
Finally, similar to MoBar, BAMSL representatives openly and readily discussed its efforts to
address diversity during the 2007-2009 bar years, as well as its desire to receive suggestions
from MCBA and the legal community. However, this Commission has grave concerns regarding
BAMSL’s genuine commitment and ability to implement these initiatives. This concern is
derived from an admission that similar diversity initiatives, as indicated above, have previously
failed or were not instituted solely due to the lack of minority involvement and leadership.

20

William E. Dailey, Jr., et al, Educational Inclusion or Illusion: The Examination of a Fact or Fiction, Mound
City Bar Association (2006).
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The Lawyers Association of St. Louis (“Lawyers Association”) was founded in 1934. Currently,
it has approximately 1000 members. Historically, this Association has been applauded for
leading the struggle against racism in organized bar associations. Admittedly, the Lawyers
Association does not have any formal diversity initiative. Below are highlights of the Lawyers
Association’s survey and panel discussion responses. The entire survey response and the
questions posed at the panel discussion are located in the Addendum.

Inclusion…
a. The Survey
In its survey response, the Lawyers Association identified the following diversity efforts:
 Lawyers Association was founded upon the principals of diversity. In November 1934, it
was the only organization in the area to offer membership to all lawyers in good standing,
without discrimination as to race, color, or specialty of legal practice. Other local bar
associations had allowed selective membership to lawyers approved by its membership
committee, while a founding member of the Lawyer’s Association, Mr. Hyman Stein,
advocated to allow membership to all. In part frustrated with the policy of other local bars,
several individuals formed the Lawyers Association so that all lawyers might be able to be
members and participate in the association with other lawyers in an organized bar.
 The Lawyers Association keeps records of its past Presidents, but not of all of its past
Executive Committee members. Currently, an African-American serves on the Executive
Committee, and her term will not expire until 2008.
 Lawyers Association has not adopted any formal initiatives regarding increasing non-white
members in its governance.
 In conjunction with the MCBA, the Lawyers Association hosts the annual Judge Theodore
McMillan Black History monthly dinner. The dinner is designed as a celebration of
achievement and recognition of the efforts of African-Americans in the law in St Louis and
the state generally.
 A formal diversity statement is the “essence” of the founding principles of the Lawyers
Association. Through its meetings, dinners, Award of Honor, Gridiron Show, picnic,
memorial service, Black History Month Dinner, and other events, the Lawyers Association
has continually promoted discussion, dialogue and inclusion amongst its many diverse
members.
 Lawyers Association indicated that it was willing to network with other organizations to
further create diversity.
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b. The Panel Discussion

During the panel discussion, the Lawyers Association’s representative discussed the
organization’s rich history of diversity. As indicated above, the association was founded upon
the principle of inclusion of all attorneys in its organization – regardless of race, creed or
ethnicity. This founding principle has instilled a pride that permeates throughout the
organization. Finally, in addition to its rich history, one of the most essential benefits of the
organization is its camaraderie.
With regard to diversity events and activities, the Lawyers Association, in conjunction with
MCBA, hosts the annual Judge Theodore McMillan Black History Month dinner in February.
Generally, the dinner is well attended by the legal community and by minorities (25-35%).
Other than the dinner, the Lawyers Association does not currently have any programs specifically
designed to address diversity or to encourage minorities to attend law school. However, the
organization does believe that interaction with law school students is important. Thus, it has
contemplated placing a law school student(s) on its Executive Committee. Further, the
association historically presents the Napier Award to a law school student who has demonstrated
trial advocacy skills. However, the organization indicated that it is difficult to create sustainable
programs because said programs would have to compete with long standing programs from other
bar associations. To resolve this concern, the Lawyers Association suggested that the local bar
associations should share and coordinate their calendar of events.
With respect to minority leadership, an African-American currently serves on the Executive
Committee. According to its representative, leadership positions are available to all active
minority members. However, like all members, minorities must be willing to invest time in the
organization and work their way up before ascending to higher leadership positions.

or Illusion?
Admittedly, this organization has no formal diversity initiatives. Therefore, a determination of
illusion would be misplaced. Having said that, because diversity is evident in its mission, this
Commission encourages this association to create specific programs aimed at creating and
promoting diversity. This Commission would further challenge the Lawyers Association to go
beyond the status quo, and to take steps toward true inclusion, versus isolated activities. While
the Judge Theodore McMillan Black History Month Dinner is a very important event and does
honor and celebrate the African-American culture and contributions, this Commission maintains
that true inclusion places the minority voice at the table when it matters and positions it to affect
change and policy issues that ultimately shape the legal profession.
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The Women Lawyers’ Association of St. Louis (“WLA”) was founded in 1975. Currently, it has
approximately 300 members. Historically, WLA has been applauded for leading the fight for
women attorneys. To that end, WLA confronts “[i]nequality of pay, inequality of opportunity
for advancement, difficulty of mentoring opportunities and social pressures of life/work issues”21
that face women in the legal community. Similar to the Lawyers Association, this organization
has no formal diversity initiatives. Of the attending panelist, WLA representative provided some
of the most honest and refreshing responses. To that end, she maintained that simply put, the
state of diversity, particular among minority women, is bad and we need to change it. Overall,
WLA seemed eager to facilitate change, but also admitted, in fairness, that their small numbers
and limited funds restrict what it is able to do. Below are highlights from WLA’s survey
responses and the panel discussion. The entire survey response and a copy of the questions
asked at the panel discussion are located in the Addendum.

Inclusion…
a. The Survey
In its survey, WLA outlined the following diversity efforts:
 WLA has had African-Americans as part of its governance.
 WLA is interested in increasing its non-white membership, and is interested in exploring the
possibility of a diversity committee if an attorney becomes active within the organization.
 Various diversity panels were part of WLA’s recent conference, Midwest Conference on
Women in the Law.
 WLA desires more contact with MCBA and specialty bars in order to address issues of
gender and racial diversity. WLA hopes its recent appointment of a liaison to MCBA will
increase membership and Board awareness and involvement in both our organizations. WLA
has discussed the possibility of a “package membership” whereby individuals could pay one
membership fee (some multiple of out individual bar fees) and become members of multiple
associations. This would increase membership of both organizations and combine efforts to
reach to new members.
b. The Panel Discussion
During the panel discussion, the WLA representative discussed: 1) the organization’s
commitment to women and diversity; and 2) the 2006 Judicial Survey Results. With respect to
its commitment to women and diversity, WLA indicated that its goal is to include and assist
women in the legal community. Accordingly, the organization has historically awarded an
annual scholarship to a female law student. Furthermore, it utilizes its limited funds to support
and/or sponsor programs which are designed to advance women lawyers. Finally, WLA
21

http://www.wlastl.org/history.html
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asserted that diversity in the legal profession was necessary and that it places a pivotal role in
assisting minority women attorneys. To the end, although there is no formal policy initiative, to
the extent that it can, WLA assists African-American women.
With respect to leadership, WLA has had at least one African-American woman on its Board of
Governors for the last few years. Moreover, it recently appointed a liaison to attend MCBA to
assist with obtaining an understanding about the issues facing people of color.
With respect to the 2006 Judicial Survey, WLA’s representative acknowledged that the
organization was particularly displeased with the rating that minority women received and would
like to partner with other members of the legal community to effectuate change. Finally, WLA
suggested the WLA and MCBA create a package membership which would enable individuals to
join both organizations simultaneously.

or Illusion?
Admitally, this organization has no formal diversity initiatives, and therefore a determination as
to any illusion would be misplaced. However, the ABA’s recent Commission on Women in the
Profession recently addressed the issues of women of color in the law firms.22 Based on its
alarming findings and WLA’s expressed desire to assist women of color, this Commission would
challenge this association to create initiatives and/or a task force to examine this issue in the St.
Louis metropolitan area.
The Executive Summary of the ABA Commission stated in part that:
“Women of color experience a double whammy of gender and race, unlike white women
or even men of color who share at least one of these characteristics (gender or race) with
those in the upper strata of management. Women of color may face exclusion from
informal networks, inadequate institutional support, and challenges to their authority and
credibility. They often feel isolated and alienated, sometimes even from other women.
Previous research focused specifically on either women or on people of color in the legal
profession. Recognizing the need for a comprehensive analysis of the unique concerns
and experiences of Hispanic, African-American, Native American, and Asian-American
women in the legal profession, in 2004 the Commission on Women in the Profession
undertook a two-part research study, composed of a national survey and focus groups.”23
Even unknown to this Commission, prior to its undertaking, the issue of diversity has yet another
slice of the pie that merits examination. The ABA study further stated that:
The experiences, challenges, and career trajectories of women of color have never been
fully understood before by just looking at either race or gender. Until the Commission on
Women undertook this study, women of color in law firms have been consistently
invisible and often ignored in spite of many of the diversity efforts under way in law
firms. Our progress on diversity generally has been slow, but our progress with women
of color has been even slower. What the findings of this study really demonstrate is that
the combination of being a racial and a gender minority has a particularly devastating
22
23

http://www.abanet.org/women/VisibleInvisibility-ExecSummary.pdf
Id.
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effect on women of color’s personal and professional lives, and we, as a profession, have
to step up to understand this situation better and do something about it. Across the
board—whether we are talking about opportunities for advancement, integration into the
social fabric of a law firm, or being compensated for one’s efforts—the study’s findings
illustrate that women of color fare worse than women in general or men of color. And,
women of color are the farthest removed from the successes of white men, who still tend
to have the greatest levels of success regardless of where they went to school or their
grades in law school. As law firms seek to become more competitive by having the best
and brightest of the available talent, they have to have an understanding of the talent
drain that is occurring in their women of color ranks. It is truly time to make these
women visible again so that their talents can contribute to the growth and prosperity in
our profession. Before undertaking this study, we knew generally what we were going to
find, but the depth to which women of color are experiencing and being negatively
impacted by their experiences in law firms was not only surprising, it was a jarring wakeup call even to those of us who deal with this issue in our own lives. We are not just
losing talent; we are treating talented people in ways that do not speak well of our
profession or the values that undergird it.”24
It is clear that the integration of women of color into the fabric of the legal profession is an issue
which requires independent and collaborative attention. As noted in the ABA study, there must
be a strategy aimed at fostering the careers of women of color, and if “women of color are not
viewed as separate from women in general or people of color in general, [the legal community’s]
ability to recruit, retain, and advance them is impaired.”25

24
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. . . and Recommendations
As previously stated, the Bar Association Commission’s task was not to establish or recommend
a minority quota, rather, the goal was to assess the existing numbers, establish a benchmark
study, develop and implement initiatives, commit to sustained efforts to measure their
effectiveness,
discard
initiatives
that
were
ineffective,
and implement other
initiatives to maintain successful results.

To Mound City Bar Association
In response to the above findings, the Bar Association Commission recommends that the
Mound City Bar Association:
(1) Maintain active and strategic involvement in local bar associations – MCBA needs to
speak up and speak out.
(2) Demonstrate leadership and accountability to local bar associations beyond mere
membership.
(3) Exchange ideas with other bar associations.
(4) Assist with the creation of a Presidents’ Roundtable.
(5) Routinely update this Report.

To The Bar Associations
In response to the above findings, the Bar Association Commission recommends that all
the Bar Associations:
(1) Amend its By-Laws to include a formal diversity statement which pledges the
association’s commitment to diversity. Said statement should also be place on the
Bar Associations’ web site and other media material.
(2) Establish a Task Force/Commission to study and eliminate the dichotomy between
minority and majority perceptions of diversity.
(3) Network and coordinate with local bar associations to establish specific goals and
initiatives to achieve diversity within the legal profession.
(4) Establish a Presidents Roundtable which will meet at the beginning of each
organization year. The purpose of this roundtable is to discuss and coordinate
respective platforms, agendas, and plans.
(5) Implement procedures which will allow the association to annually measure the
progress of its diversity initiatives.
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To The Missouri Bar
In response to the above findings, the Bar Association Commission recommends that The
Missouri Bar:
(1) Reconsider the creation of a St. Louis diversity seat on Board of Governors.
(2) In the alternative, demonstrate a firm commitment to diversity by actively
advocating for a diverse Board of Governors and implementing various forms of
assistance for minority candidates who are seeking Board positions.
(3) Ensure that the panelists and/or presenters for the Missouri Bar Annual meeting are
diverse.
(4) Ensure that the members of the Missouri Bar Annual Planning Committee are
diverse and that said diversity is not limited to representatives from MCBA and
MABA.
(5) Move your diversity initiatives beyond the status quo and establish the standard that
others strive to follow.
(6) Design evaluation mechanism to measure the success of your diversity initiatives.

To Bar Association of Metropolitan St. Louis
In response to the above findings, the Bar Association Commission recommends that
BAMSL:
(1) Reconsider the current appointment of Diversity Task Force Chairs to prevent
overexposure of members.
(2) Re-evaluate the present objectives and viability of the Minority Clerkship Program
to assure that it does not unwittingly decrease opportunities or create a stigma for its
participants.
(3) Consider recreating the Minority Clerkship Program Committee and approving a
representative from participating law firms and other employers to assist in
establishing the criteria and uniform standards.
(4) Consider creating a MCBA liaison seat on the Board of Governors (subject to voting
restrictions).
(5) Appoint a chair for the Minority and Legal Professions Committee.
(6) Finalize the Minority In Legal Profession Conference Report.
(7) Alternatively, adopt and implement finding set forth in the Minority In Legal
Profession Conference draft report.
(8) Design evaluation mechanism to measure the success of your diversity initiatives.

To The Lawyers Association – St. Louis
In response to the above findings, the Bar Association Commission recommends that
The Lawyers Association:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Encourage mixed-seating at Black History Month Dinner.
Implement diversity initiatives designed to ensure diversity in the leadership of your
organization.
Appoint a liaison person to MCBA.
Reaffirm commitment to diversity by creating a Committee/Commission designed
to address diversity in the legal profession.

To Women Lawyers Association
In response to the above findings, the Bar Association Commission recommends that
WLA:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Co-host function(s) with MCBA
Submit a written proposal to MCBA regarding the pros and cons of joint
membership between MCBA and WLA
Confer and consult with MCBA and other interested groups regarding approaches
for increasing awareness of diversity issues facing minority women
Create a task force or commission to study minority women in the legal profession
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MOUND CITY BAR ASSOCIATION
BAR ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE
2006-2007 SURVEY
Responses are kindly requested on or before October 6th, 2006 to:
Leslie P. Wallace, Chair
Bar Association Committee
Mound City Bar Association
P.O. Box 1543
St. Louis, MO 63188

Please feel free to attach any additional sheets necessary for your responses.
******************
GENERAL
1. Length of time in existence

2. Current number of members (minority and non-minority)

3. Do you, or have you ever, kept any information about the race of your members?

If yes, please provide information about the present number of non-white members you
have, including the breakdown as to race.

GOVERNANCE
4. Has your association ever had an African-American as part of its governance (i.e. committee
chair or co-chair; executive board) and, if so, please identify and state their name, date(s) of
service and their position(s) within the association.

5. Does your association have a charter or by-laws which address race or diversity in any
manner?
If yes, please provide a copy of such information.

DIVERSITY INITIATIVES
6. Please state whether the bar association has a formal and identifiable diversity committee.
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If yes, then please state:
a. the official name of this committee
p
b. the contact person(s) for this committee

c. when this committee was formed

d. the mission statement/goal of this committee

e. the current ethnic composition of this committee

f. whether the committee has conducted any survey or reports (and please attach
said items)

g. whether the committee has undertaken any program(s) towards performing its
mission
If yes, when the program took place (duration);

What were the target groups?

If no, then please state if establishing a diversity committee would serve a valuable
purpose for your association. (Please explain why or why not.)

7. What initiatives, if any, has your association taken with regard to soliciting the inclusion of
non-white members, generally, and when were these initiatives taken?

8. What initiatives, if any, has your association taken with regard to inclusion of non-white
members in governance of the association, and when were these initiatives taken?
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9. Has your association ever participated in any program, either on its own or by networking
with any other association, organization or entity, to address any racial issues or diversity issues
generally?
If yes, please state when and provide a detailed description of such program or programs
and their results.

10. Has your association ever participated in any activity, program or initiative, either on its own
or by networking with any other association, organization or entity, to address the promotion of
diversity in your association and/or the legal profession in Missouri?
If yes, please state when and provide a detailed description of such program or programs
and their results.

11. For each activity listed in Numbers 9 and 10, please state whether your association maintains
statistics concerning success rate of said programs?
If yes, please attach said results.

If no, please state why such statistics are not maintained.

12. In what areas do you think your association has been effective in implementing its diversity
programs or initiatives?

13. Is your association willing to develop, implement and support a formal statement of
diversity principles and formal programs to carry out those principles within the next year?

14. Is your association also willing to network with other associations, organizations or entities
to address issues of race or diversity with regard to bar membership and governance, the practice
of law or administration of justice?
If yes, does your organization have any ideas as to what and how such issues could be so
addressed?
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15. Please feel free to provide any additional comments in the space below.

Thank you for your honest and candid responses.

Respectfully,

The Bar Association Committee
Mound City Bar Association
2006-2007
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Panel Discussion
On November 29, 2006, the Commission conducted a panel discussion, comprised of the Bar
Association leaders, to discuss the survey responses and questions that arose from the survey.
All questions were presented to the Panelist from the facilitator and Commission Chair, Leslie P.
Wallace. The questions were compiled from the survey as well as from the MCBA General
Body. No questions were taken from the floor. Some of the questions posed were directed
toward specific associations, while others were open for any panel member to answer.
In attendance were the distinguished members from the following organizations:
The Missouri Bar:

Keith Birkes, Executive Director

BAMSL:

Gen Frank, President-elect, and David Crawford, Vice-President

Lawyers Association:

Bill Thomas, First Vice President

WLA:

Genevieve Nichols, President-elect

The following questions were asked:
1. Diversity programs targeting legal profession
Does your organization perceive, as part of its mission, to participate in programs which assist
the legal community as a whole through inclusion and equality.
What steps, if any, has your organization taken to implement diversity leadership and outreach
programs for minority students interested in a legal profession, including minority law students,
and minority students within high school and colleges.
Has your organization educated its own leadership and staff on the benefits and core values of
diversity in the legal profession?
2. Partnership between Bar Associations and MCBA
How do you foresee your respective organization working with MCBA to ensure that diversity is
high among your organization’s priorities?
3.

Diversity in the Bar Associations

Based on your survey response, it appears that there is not a lot of minority participation on the
leadership level. Why do you think there is a lack of participation from African-American
attorneys and other attorneys of color?
What benefit does any attorney derive from being a member of one or more of the bar
associations?
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4. Specific Bar Association Questions
Missouri Bar
The St. Louis region of the Missouri bar, as compared to Kansas City, seems unable to elect a
person of color to the Board. It is the opinion of many, that issues that face minorities in Kansas
City are different than those issues that face minorities in St. Louis. To what extent is the Bar
willing to create a diversity seat, with a vote, on the Board?
With respect to the Gender and Justice Task Force, can you identify specific recommendations of
the report with regard to these issues and how, if at all, has the Missouri Bar addressed them.

BAMSL
Was BAMSL the originator of the Minority Clerkship Program? Who is currently running this
program? Is the success rate of this program measured, and if so how and by whom?
When Rueben Shelton was president, he held a weekend conference on diversity, as referred to
in the BAMSL survey response. Does the association still have the results of that conference?
Did any specific recommendations result from that report? Is there any interest in the present
and future leaders of BAMSL in conducting a similar event or following up on those findings?

Lawyers Association of St. Louis
Is the Black History Month Dinner well attended by minority attorneys? If not, how could the
MCBA , or other associations, further assist in its success?

WLA
Given that black women attorneys are prejudiced in our community, would WLA networking
with MCBA (and others) move toward helping with that issue? If so, how?
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Membership Survey and
Responses
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Please be kind enough to answer the following questions and return
the survey immediately:
1. Which of the following associations are you a member of:
Bar Association of Metropolitan St. Louis

76%

Women Lawyers Association of St. Louis

18%

The Lawyers Association of St. Louis

0

St. Louis County Bar Association

0

Missouri Asian American Bar Association

0

Other – Please List:
ABA
NBA
ATLA
St. Claire County
Illinois Bar
Ill. Trial Lawyer’s Assoc.
ACLU
American Health Lawyers Assn

41%
18%
1
1
1
1
1
1

2. Of the associations of which you are a member, including The
Missouri Bar, are you a member of any of their committees or
sections and, if so, please list the committees of which you are a
member and the extent of your activity with each committee. [e.g.
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this could run from “I’m the Chair of the Committee” to “I get and
throw away all of their announcements.”]
ANSWER:
NBA:
Young lawyers division board member
ABA:
Litigation section
Young Lawyers – Minorities in law
BAMSL:
Women in legal profession
Nominating selection committee
YLD – Executive Committee
MCBA liaison
Project Angel Tree Committee
John C. Shepherd Professionalism Award Committee
ATLA:
Nursing Home Litigation
Women’s Committee
Civil Litigation
Minority Issues Committee
MO Bar:
Minority Issues Committee
Health Care Committee
Other:
None
Throw away and delete emails

3. Are there bar programs which you think these associations
should be doing but aren’t? If so, please give us your suggestions.
Free CLE
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Not sure if being done, but community outreach into
predominantly African-American high schools, and to local
colleges

4. Would you be willing to interact in networking programs with
other associations on behalf of the Mound City Bar?
ANSWER:

Yes 88%

No

0

5. Of the associations of which you are a member, how often do you
attend the associations regular meetings?
ANSWER:

monthly
every other month
not regularly

12%
1
53%

If you don't regularly attend meetings, what is the reason?:
ANSWER:
No regular meetings
18%
Lack of time
12%
Don’t even know where they are
12%
Don’t know when they are
12%
Too many competing obligations
No functioning relationship with other members
Too many meeting held during lunch hour.
Don’t know what they do
6. Of the associations of which you are a member, please state the
when you last participated in a program or activity:
ANSWER:
Within the last month

29%
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Within the last 3 months

1

Within the last 6 months

18%

Within the last year

12%

None

12%

7. Of the associations of which you are a member, by what medium
are you informed of the associations activities or programs?
ANSWER:
Regular mail
82%
Email
76%
Phone
0
Not informed
0
Fax
1
Other:
Not member because don’t know what they do or what
they stand for
Approached by one group and not others
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Mound City Bar Association
P.O. Box 1543
St. Louis, MO 63188
Tel: (314) 552-6349

